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Enterprises are rapidly growing their technology stacks and they
require an easy method to keep this data unified and accessible
across the whole business. The solution is to invest in a cloud-hosted
enterprise search solution. This tool presents a single search bar
where staff can search across numerous cloud systems and access
several types of content and thousands of pages. The search bar
builds an index of all of a corporation’s databases and software
applications, converting those storage silos into a single
business-wide database.
Enterprise search software performs all this without needing heavy IT
resources or big corporation-wide shifts to more unified systems. The
search tool makes every platform, database, and app needed by a
team easily accessible to all its members. It instantly sources answers
to questions across numerous cloud platforms. Staff can access this
data from anywhere using any internet-enabled device as the
information is stored in the cloud and not on a device.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Enterprise Search Software based on
the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ALGOLIA

Algolia allows us to provide our users with lightning-fast, typo-tolerant
search no matter where our users are.
MARTIN BALAS
CTO, BIRCHBOX

Algolia is an API platform for
dynamic experiences that helps
businesses maximize the speed of
search and discovery, while solving
the pain of relevance tuning
through AI. Accessing the right
piece of content on websites and

What ultimately sold us on Algolia was the fact that it required almost no maintenance once set
up and it brought us a great search functionality at an attractive price. Algolia is fundamental
for any business to support the search functionality for thousands of people.
JUAN CATALANO
CTO, STREEMA

apps has never been faster or
more intuitive. Algolia Search is a
powerful, fully hosted API that
delivers content to users in
milliseconds. Developers can
customize the relevance of their
user experience and get insights

Algolia feels like next generation search technology delivered today —
compelling UX, highly scalable and cost-effective to boot.
MACK NEVILL
FOUNDER, EVOLUTION 7

on how users interact with it.
Algolia Recommend is a robust API
that allows you to build unique
product recommendations into
any digital ecommerce experience.

Algolia not only allows us to scale our search functionality with ease but it also provides us with
bandwidth, which is extremely critical for a business at our stage of growth. We’ve been able to
focus a large part of our energy on growing our business and that’s allowed us to be more
focused on designing a product that is both intuitive and easy-to-use for our customers.
JEREMY LAPLANCHE
CTO, BALINEA
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ABOUT COVEO

Coveo is on a mission to transform

We viewed multiple vendors but Coveo beat out Google and other enterprise
search vendors. We are the leaders in our industry and Coveo is the leader in
the search industry. Coveo was the perfect fit for us.
PATTABHI RAMAN
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, GLOBAL SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE, INFORMATICA

business by improving people’s
skills, knowledge, and proficiency
with intelligent search. Coveo
Search Apps unleashes the power
of fragmented, disparate
information from across the
enterprise IT ecosystem, to surface

Big portions of the site beyond the traditional ‘site search’ features are being driven by content
from the Coveo index. We were able to leverage Coveo throughout the site to dynamically
generate content based on user preferences. That was a really powerful concept for this project.
MIKE DOLAN
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BROOKINGS

what matters at every
point-of-work. Recognized as the
Most Visionary Leader in
Enterprise Search by Gartner,
Coveo enterprise search allows
companies to create high
performance contact centers,

We’ve been able to streamline our search experience across all of our customer-facing
platforms. In doing that, we really renewed our customers’ confidence in search, saved them a
ton of time, and in general have seen a lot more self-service success for our customers.
KERI ROGERS
PROGRAM MANAGER, LEARNING, ULTIMATE SOFTWARE

cultivate company-wide
collaboration, and succeed at
self-service. With the search
industry’s highest security
standards, broadest connectivity
and greatest relevance control and
configurability, Coveo removes

Coveo’s speed of deployment was superior to its competitors. We were
amazed at how things could be done in hours instead of days or weeks.
JON PAGE
GLOBAL IT APPLICATIONS MANAGER, 3I, 3I GROUP PLC

complexity to make search work,
quickly and effectively, with the
only end-to-end intelligent search
platform in the cloud.
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ABOUT ELASTIC

Using Elasticsearch has made our site search drastically faster, more
reliable and accurate for the end user.
ALISTAIR COLVILLE
LEAD DIGITAL DEVELOPER, DC THOMSON

Elastic provides real-time insights
and makes massive amounts of
structured and unstructured data
usable for developers and
enterprises. By focusing on
scalability, ease-of-use, and
ease-of-integration, Elasticsearch,

Elasticsearch allowed us to develop our e-commerce platform and to streamline all
areas. Today, both our own and partner stores are connected by the platform, which
ensures more accurate queries, saves time, and increases the reliability of queries.
DIEGO PERONI
HEAD OF IT DEVELOPMENT, NETSHOES

Logstash, and Kibana power many
of the world’s leading mobile,
social, consumer and business
applications.

[Elastic Site Search]’s synonym insights are great. I can look at queries, see
what people are searching for and what words they’re using, then add those
keywords to our site. That’s been pretty huge.
NADALEEN TEMPELMAN-KLUIT
HEAD OF USER EXPERIENCE, NYU LIBRARIES

User experience is the most important thing for us, and Elasticsearch has helped improve it
greatly. Our users had wishes that we could not actually achieve before, because the search
engine was outdated, but we are now able to fulfill those requests with Elasticsearch.
BOUKE HUURNINK
SENIOR RESEARCHER, SOUND AND VISION
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ABOUT INBENTA

Inbenta is a global leader in AI,

Currently, the tool allows a complete analysis of users' questions to optimize future answers and thus anticipate frequently
asked questions. We display the most relevant answers based on users' browsing behavior and recurring searches in the
online help center. One of the main advantages this brings is agile management through a platform that standardizes
responses to customers, regardless of the channel they use.
ANA HERRERO
ECOMMERCE OPERATIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER, FNAC

whose patented NLP fuels highly
accurate search solutions for
customer support, e-commerce
and chatbots. With a foundation of
11+ years of R&D, Inbenta’s
technology understands & delivers
results based on the meaning

Thanks to Inbenta’s solution, we are able to update the information that we deliver to our
customers in a quick and easy way, making our customer’s life easier. The solution is very
user-friendly, and our team can go in there and update content in a matter of minutes.
ELISA MOREIRA
CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER, GOL

behind customers’ search queries,
not the individual keywords. The
result: industry-leading 90%+
self-service rates.

We pride ourselves on resolving customer questions as quickly as possible, but wanted to enable
more self-service to help them find the information they needed on their own terms. Developing
new and creative ways to make information more searchable for our customers and our
workers were key to improving both our customer experience and internal operations.
MEGAN MCCLUSKEY
SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER, CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS,
SCHLAGE

Creating Intelligent virtual agents with Inbenta fundamentally changes the way buyers and
sellers experience our brand. The technology uses conversational language, enabling customers
to use their own words and phrases to answer simple questions or wait for a live human agent
if it’s a more complex matter.
ANDREIA FERREIRA
LIVE CHAT AND CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER, TICKETBIS
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ABOUT LUCIDWORKS

Lucidworks is shaping the future of
digital experiences, AI, and

Lucidworks Fusion provided the UI, security, and support we needed to make the move
to Solr while minimizing our dependency on IT resources. With our initial success
using Solr and Lucidworks, we're moving all of our search applications to Fusion.
ANDREW HECOX
MANAGER, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, RED HAT

machine learning by reimagining
the power and value of cognitive
search to create all-new,
human-centered experiences. They
help companies deliver
breakthrough search experiences
that transform business and user
engagement through an

Fusion gave us the features we needed to replace Google Search Appliance in a matter of weeks. With
Fusion’s out-of-the-box capabilities, we skipped months in our dev cycle so we could focus our team where
they would have the most impact. We cut our licensing costs by 50% and improved application usability.
The Lucidworks professional services team amplified our success even further. We’re all Fusion from here on
out!
LOURDURAJU PAMISHETTY
SENIOR IT APPLICATION ARCHITECT, INFOBLOX

empowered, ambitious team.
Fusion, Lucidworks' advanced
development platform, delivers
enterprise-grade capabilities that
power the design, development,
and success of intelligent search
apps at any scale. With technology

Search is what drives engagement with content and when people buy a subscription,
they need to find the content they’re looking for. Fusion’s recommendations and query
pipelines help our team provide the advantageous experience our customers require.
ADRIAN ROGERS
AVP OF ENGINEERING, MINTEL

built on Solr, the global search
standard used by 90 percent of
Fortune 500 companies, their team
includes leading search and
discovery contributors and
committers as well as many of the
world's foremost search and

A big part of our job is giving people access to information about their government and
country. Lucidworks Fusion gave us the tools our team needed to quickly build and deploy a
search application that makes finding agency data and documents easier than ever.
DAVID G. JOHNSON
WEBSITE SUPPORT MANAGER, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU

machine learning innovators.
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ABOUT SEARCHSPRING

Searchspring is on a mission to

Searchspring has been instrumental in The Paper Store’s merchandising efforts in support of our substantial sales growth
at thepaperstore.com. We are easily able to merchandise our online pages with the Visual Merchandising tool to replicate
successful in-store statements. The Boost feature is particularly helpful to quickly merchandise trending products on the fly
to keep them more prominent on our site. Due to our seasonally-driven business and timed promotional offers, the ability
to schedule different merchandising campaigns has been critical to keeping our pages fresh and relevant products visible.
COLLEEN MCGOLDRICK
ECOMMERCE ONLINE MERCHANDISER, THE PAPER STORE

give ecommerce teams
superpowers. We are giving the
world's most creative online
brands the user-friendly search,
merchandising, personalization,
and analytics they need to increase
conversion and curate unique

Once we started using Searchspring’s merchandising, managing our site became so much
easier. It was so refreshing to trust that everything would just fall into the right place on a page
with a few clicks. We love that we can customize rules by individual categories and schedule
campaigns for specific time periods.
VANESSA VUMBACA
CONTENT SUPERVISOR, COSTUMEBOX

shopping experiences. Learn more
at searchspring.com or visit the
websites of some of our most
heroic customers like Moen,
Fabletics, Volcom, Wildfang, or
Alternative Apparel.

Searchspring is not only easy to use but it’s a one stop shop for manual and rule-based site merchandising, intelligent
search, and smart automation in navigation - all paired with actionable reporting that’s easy to digest for our
merchandising teams. We have been able to quickly optimize zero search results and boost higher converting styles on site,
providing the best possible experience to our customer and ultimately driving positive business results.
KRISTINE CRUZ
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF MERCHANDISING, VOLCOM

With Searchspring as a partner, we have framed our search capacity as a primary differentiator against our
direct competition. Through five custom product finders, shoppers can immediately view products and
accessories available for their particular application. With better analytics and insights, we're able to further
optimize the shopping experience for our customers and improve business results.
DEAN GOEBEL
PRESIDENT, CFO & COO, BB WHEELS
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ABOUT AMAZON CLOUDSEARCH

We view Amazon CloudSearch as key to our strategy for our flagship product, SMART/InSight. Pay as you go pricing for a
managed search service removes the operational burden of maintaining and managing complex search systems, and lets
us focus on what’s most important to us: our customers. Search capability on AWS enables integration of data without
thinking of data types, size, or location and lets SMART/InSight visualize them in the ways our customers need. We will
continue to collaboratively work with CloudSearch.
MACK K. MACHIDA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SMART INSIGHT CORPORATION

Amazon CloudSearch is a managed
service in the AWS Cloud that
makes it simple and cost-effective
to set up, manage, and scale a
search solution for your website or
application. Amazon CloudSearch
supports 34 languages and
popular search features such as

We use Amazon CloudSearch to let our members search our archive of news articles, dating
back to 1785. We love the fact that CloudSearch automatically scales for traffic and data.
Having a low cost, high throughput, low-latency search without maintenance and operational
overhead lets us focus more time on delighting our members.
DANNY TEDORA
TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM MANAGER, NEWS UK

highlighting, autocomplete, and
geospatial search. With Amazon
CloudSearch, you can quickly add
rich search capabilities to your
website or application. You don't
need to become a search expert or
worry about hardware

Amazon CloudSearch is a game-changing product that has allowed us to deliver powerful new search capabilities. Our
customers can now find what they are looking for faster and more easily than ever before. Amazon CloudSearch fits with
our strategy of being 100% based in the cloud, and has allowed us to focus our technical resources on building a great
customer experience. We saved many months of re-architecture and development time by going with Amazon CloudSearch.
DON MACASKILL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER & CHIEF GEEK, SMUGMUG

provisioning, setup, and
maintenance. With a few clicks in
the AWS Management Console,
you can create a search domain
and upload the data that you want
to make searchable, and Amazon
CloudSearch will automatically
provision the required resources
and deploy a highly tuned search

We have integrated Amazon CloudSearch in Synapse, our informatics platform for collaborative biological research that
will serve as a public resource for the scientific community. The search service built by CloudSearch will help scientists find
and use relevant data from a broad set of scientific resources. We have been impressed with the power and flexibility of
CloudSearch, and how quickly we were able to use it to get a new search system up and running - we had CloudSearch
instances functional in less than an hour and fully integrated with our application and deployed to our users in less than a
month.
MICHAEL KELLEN
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY, SAGE BIONETWORKS

index.
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ABOUT CELEBROS

Celebros is the global leader in

We are extremely pleased with the conversion technologies by Celebros and the improved quality and performance from
our site search. The Celebros team worked professionally for implementation of the entire conversion solution. Celebros'
ongoing support and their understanding of our business goals and principles are invaluable. Seeing the great results we
got after implementing the Celebros technology, we decided to use the Celebros Conversion suite for our shops,
Hirmer-Grosse-Groessen.de, and Eckerle.de as well.
MICHAEL HOBELSBERGER
E-COMMERCE MANAGER, HIRMER

e-commerce site search,
merchandising and conversion
technologies for online retailers.
Celebros revolutionized
e-commerce by creating intelligent,
concept-based site search for
online stores. Since that time,
Celebros has emerged as the

In the short time Qwiser™ Salesperson has been our on-site search engine, we’ve seen all the
relevant sales parameters improve very significantly. Our customers’ searches lead to complete
and accurate results and we see the effects in the number and type of purchases they’re making.
Qwiser™ Salesperson has made a real difference to us where it counts.
SHMUEL GNIWISCH
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ICE.COM

industry leader in conversion
technologies, developing a cutting
edge search solution that employs
the most advanced Natural
Language Processing (NLP)
technology available. Celebros is
the only provider of conversion
technologies that is available in

The site tools which we have deployed from Celebros have significantly improved the speed,
accuracy and responsiveness of our site to customer enquiries. They are reliable and almost
intuitive in assisting on-line customers to identify and select their purchases. Aside from being
effective and unobtrusive, these tools have a significant and continuing commercial impact.
RICHARD WAINRIGHT-LEE
MANAGING DIRECTOR, IWOOT

seven languages.
Shortly after Qwiser™ Salesperson implementation we were encouraged to see our conversion
rate for searches that originated in the search box increase by 62%. This is due directly to the
quality of the sales-oriented search provided by Qwiser™ Salesperson.
KAREN GILLILAND
DIRECTOR OF ECOMMERCE, HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER
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ABOUT HAWKSEARCH

Hawksearch allows us to customize our on-site search experience. Now
search relevance is only ever a few clicks away!
SAM DICKINSON
DATA STRATEGY AND ANALYTICS MANAGER, SWEETWATER SOUND

Hawksearch is an intelligent search
and recommendations platform
that powers success for any size
business across all industries. Our
goal is to ensure brands have
innovative tools to deliver
accurate, relevant and
customizable search experiences

The tools within Hawksearch are amazing. Our previous search product was limited and difficult to utilize. Most changes
we needed to make had to be submitted to our I/T team for completion. The Hawksearch dashboard is marketing centric
and easy to use. By employing visibility rules, boost & bury, synonyms, redirects and other search functions, we can make
any needed adjustments on the fly – all of which makes the customer experience better and ultimately drives sales.
DAVID GRAVELY
VP ECOMMERCE & STRATEGIC SALES, STATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

enabling users to find the relevant
results for their needs in context,
no matter the device, platform, or
language. Having completed over
400+ implementations,
Hawksearch is utilized for
delivering engaging and

Since implementing Hawksearch, our page load speed has increased dramatically, allowing us to expand and grow our
online databases. Plus, the setup process to create a new database is so simple that our team can do 99.9% of the work on
our own now, making the process much more efficient. The success of our guide depends heavily on search. Thanks to
Hawksearch, we finally have a solution that will help us for years to come.
TERESA COVELLI
WEB DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, DIGITAL COMMERCE 360

personalized search experiences
through our innovative features,
which enable marketers,
merchandisers and developers to
accomplish their goals.

With thousands of products of such an enormous variety online, we needed a search partner that would organize our
website in an uncomplicated and shopper-friendly fashion. Hawksearch has been a great solution for us, as now our
customers can easily search for everything they need and also stay updated on current inventory levels. Hawksearch is also
a great help in our marketing efforts, by providing tools that help us promote our campaigns and other sales efforts.
REBECCA GUMMERSON
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF ECOMMERCE, BERLIN PACKAGING L.L.C.
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ABOUT SEARCHSTAX

SearchStax enabled us to offload operations of running a complex search analytics &
recommendation infrastructure. The fully integrated cloud based search analytics platform
delivers unique insight into what apps are trending and how users really want to use their
devices.
DWIPAL DESAI
SR. DIRECTOR, SAMSUNG

SaaS Solutions for Better Search
SearchStax is on a mission to
empower teams across the globe
to deliver better search
applications and experiences -faster and with more confidence.
We offer end-to-end search

SearchStax delivered an enhanced search including autocomplete and product suggestions,
more relevant search results, and built-in search analytics that gave insights into our customer's
search behavior that are used to improve the conversion process.
JERAS IKEHORN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, LUVBUTTON

solutions ranging from Managed
Solr infrastructure to Advanced
and Personalized Site Search. Fully
Managed Solr - Our fully managed
and SLA-backed Solr-as-a-Service
that allows you to spend more
time focused on building a better

The IOP has ambitious plans for its digital experience. We produce a wide range of information and content across a
number of different platforms and wanted a search solution that would ensure that our broad range of users would find
easy to use and that would meet their needs effectively. It is also absolutely crucial to us that the site meets high accessibility
as well as performance standards. We are delighted that SearchStax has been able to deliver that for us.
LIZ NORTH
HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING, INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS

search experience for your
customers and less time
automating, managing,
maintaining and scaling search
infrastructure in public or private
clouds. Advanced and Personalized
Site Search - SearchStudio is a
search analytics and experience

SearchStax's Solr expertise and service are top notch and really helped us make the right decisions around upgrade
versioning and strategy around replication and sharding. The SearchStax software itself was great - automating some
really time consuming tasks and getting us deployed and in production within days - allowing us to focus on new feature
development. I would highly recommend SearchStax to other companies looking for a complete search solution for their
Apache Solr Infrastructure. ROI on this project versus doing it ourselves was at least 10x.
DAVID ROWE
SOFTWARE ENGINEER, ARCHITIZER

management solution that
empowers business teams to
analyze, improve, and optimize
their customers’ search
experience.
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ABOUT SWIFTYPE

When we launched Swiftype search, our staff was finally able to control results,
relevance, and more all through an app. It was great. We couldn’t find that
anywhere else.
JOSE DEL CORRAL
PRODUCT LEAD, ENGADGET

Swiftype’s industry leading search
platform delivers accurate,
relevant and customizable search
results for businesses. Swiftype's
suite of products, Site Search and
Enterprise Search, have
revolutionized the way people find
information across their

Swiftype improved our search results immediately upon implementation, but
also gave us the tools to precisely control our relevance algorithm and steadily
improve search over time.
PHIL SEATONTECHNICAL
TECHNICAL PRODUCT MANAGER, INSTRUCTABLES

organization and on public facing
websites. Its strong customer
portfolio includes AT&T, Shopify,
SurveyMonkey, Dr. Pepper,
publishers Engadget and
TechCrunch, and brands like
Qualcomm, Asana, Marketo and

With such a large, diverse website, searching is a critical feature because it’s one of the primary
means our [citizens and employees] use to locate desired information on our site, our
experience has been so positive that we will keep [Swiftype] in mind for use with future
projects/sites.
RICHARD DAVIES
WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPER, CITY OF PORTLAND

Hubspot.

We’ve found Swiftype to be a goldmine of analytics data—seeing what people are searching for,
finding, and not finding. We share these reports with the product team to illuminate user
confusion and pain points, and we use the data to add support content and make product
changes.
TERRENCE LAU
USER OPERATIONS, ASANA
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ABOUT CONSTRUCTOR.IO

Constructor.io is a SAAS company

We get a lot of feedback about how easy our site is to use, and the credit in
large part goes to how Constructor.io improved our search experience.
EDDIE BEKOV
CEO & FOUNDER, FUTONLAND

providing search services that
learn from your users to improve
user experience and boost
conversion rates. Founded by
engineers with years of experience
in high-growth, high-traffic sites,
Constructor strives to deliver the

Many tools take a long time to engrain into your business, and it can be a while before you see results. Constructor proved
to be different. After installing Constructor, we saw great results nearly immediately - conversion rates are up, our
customers are finding what they need faster, more users are using search - because it works. The proof process also
allowed us to find and act on valuable insights within our existing manual processes long before we actually went live.
DAVE MATTHES
IMAGINATION LEADER, PRINCESS AUTO

best search experiences available
anywhere.

Eligible.com is solving hard problems to drive down costs in the healthcare
industry. When we needed a search solution, Constructor.io grasped our
challenges and worked with us to implement a world-class search.
MUNESS CASTLE
VP OF ENGINEERING, ELIGIBLE

Before Constructor, we rarely had the ability (or tools) to find and fix issues with our product discovery experience. But
that's all changed. It feels amazing to have a system that allows us to solve our problems and pain points quickly and see
our changes live on the site nearly instantly all while serving users results they actually want to see. Our reporting has
improved dramatically, and we can finally spot the gaps in our assortment that we couldn't even see before.
TESS MELLINGER
SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER, DIGITAL SOLUTIONS, PETFLOW
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ABOUT EASYASK

EasyAsk is the leading provider of

A strong site search is critical to success in eCommerce. The tools and
functionality that EasyAsk provides gives us confidence that our customers will
find the gifts they’re looking for quickly and easily.
JEFF CHUN
VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING, PERSONALIZATION MALL

eCommerce site search, navigation
and merchandising solutions for
e-retail, mobile commerce and B2B
commerce. EasyAsk products go
far beyond keyword-based site
search, utilizing the most advanced
Natural Language Processing (NLP)

EasyAsk is so much more than a software vendor, they are a partner with whom we work closely
to make our business offering more valuable to our customers. This has paid off with a 73%
increase in conversions, increased customer service scores and ultimately a significant increase
to our sales revenue throughout all channels.
MATT KIBLER
ECOMMERCE AND WEB DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR, GARDNER-WHITE

technology available and delivering
unprecedented accuracy and
precision to return the right
products on the first page every
time. Whether customers use a PC,
tablet or mobile phone, EasyAsk's
search experience increases

Our sales per search session increased by 23% when we added EasyAsk
to our WebSphere platform.
CAL BOUCHARD
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF ECOMMERCE, THE NORTH FACE

conversion rates and higher order
values. Customers that use the
EasyAsk software see a
tremendous boost in online
revenue through increased
conversion rates, improved
customer experience and agile
merchandising. EasyAsk provides

While online e-commerce businesses can and do benefit from EasyAsk in the form of
improved user experience, reduced visitor abandonment and fuller shopping carts,
Gartner thinks BI/analytics vendors and developers should sit up and take notice.
EasyAsk could be the missing piece for many.
GARTNER

conversion technologies that are
available in seven languages
(English, Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Dutch, and Portuguese).
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ABOUT FAST SIMON

Fast Simon is bringing an
Amazon-like site search to millions

Fast Simon is the best. It can quickly locate the most minute detail in a
product description and present to the user a complete listing of all products
containing that detail in a speedy and user-friendly style.
RALPH TURCHIANO
ALCHE PHARMA

of merchants and publishers. Fast
Simon's powerful technology
makes it simple for everyone to
add a great search to their site: No
coding. No integration. No
maintenance. Their highly scalable
platform and self-service simplicity

[Fast Simon] added a serious value to our customer experience. Customers were now being presented with best matches
and popular searches that met their search criteria. Now, instead of losing customer conversions due to basic lack of
relevant information, we started seeing increased conversions, meaning less customers that walked away from the table.
For any entrepreneur or business that is looking to add further value through search, we highly recommend [Fast Simon].
GARY A.
CUSTOMER SERVICE, FRAGRANCE BUY

allow them to offer all this. Fast
Simon has everything you need to
engage users across phones,
tablets and desktops.

Goes 1 step ahead of the other search and collection management
apps by providing merchandising, AI and visual searching capabilities.
DEEPAK RAMANI
BON-TON

This app is a no brainer if your store has a lot of products. The look-a-alike feature is awesome
and does a great job of recommending similar products. If you take the time to add a lot of tags
to your products, you can really develop great searching capabilities on your site to show
customers exactly what they are looking for.
CERSON FINKLE
DIRECTOR OF E-COMMERCE, TENTH STREET
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ABOUT SEARCHUNIFY

SearchUnify is a cognitive
enterprise search solution from

I particularly love the fact that we are able to securely share relevant
information from all our portals with the ultimate goal of achieving greater
self-service and case-deflection.
JAMES GOERKE
MANAGER, GLOBAL SUPPORT, VLOCITY

Grazitti Interactive that integrates
knowledge sources to build a
mammoth corpus of complete
enterprise information. By tapping
into its AI-driven algorithm,
SearchUnify deciphers the search
intent and pits it against structured

As the Zuora Community Strategist, the level of metrics detail that SearchUnify provides for me in the administrator
dashboard is impressive and useful. Not only does it give me a glimpse into the behavior of our community’s visitors so that
we can create a better, more optimized experience for them, but it also highlights the content gaps so that my team can
quickly add needed content in the Community. At the end of the day, we want all Zuora Community users to be able to get
the answer they need, as quickly as possible.
LANA LEE
SENIOR COMMUNITY MANAGER & STRATEGIST, ZUORA

and unstructured data sets to help
organizations deliver relevant
answers, work seamlessly, and
make more informed decisions at
the point of impact.

SearchUnify helps customers elevate their support team’s search experience
within Microsoft Dynamics 365 to enable them to resolve cases faster and
scale their support ecosystem.
ALOK RAMSISARIA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GRAZITTI INTERACTIVE

By using SearchUnify to harness the power of AI, Bluebeam was able to use technology to dramatically improve our
customers’ support experience, measurably increasing our ability to quickly connect customers with the resources they
need. Bluebeam’s commitment to constantly improve our entire business isn’t a program or an initiative, it’s a way of doing
business, and we’re proud to be recognized for our work with SearchUnify in pursuit of that goal.
JIM ATKINSON
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF CUSTOMER OFFICER, BLUEBEAM INC.
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ABOUT YIPPY

Yippy is a very dynamic company with search products that present a great and dynamic
alternative as a GSA replacement for our existing client base. We have seen Yippy’s growth
firsthand and believe our customers can benefit significantly from the flexibility and data
unification abilities of Yippy’s technology for accessing data across the enterprise.
JASON JELLIE
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, ATLANTIX

Yippy, Inc. is a public technology
company that specializes in the
development of search-based
applications, data normalization
and aggregation through
enterprise application service
environments (EASE). Yippy's
proprietary appliance and cloud

The Yippy Search Appliance was chosen for its superior security, search and data unification
capabilities. Yippy was the only vendor to pass our security requirements and we were up and
transitioned away from Google within a matter of days. Yippy’s team exceeded our expectations
and we highly recommend their services to other credit unions and financial institutions.
JANE FONTAINE
VICE PRESIDENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND TRAINING, DIGITAL FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

based product suites are deployed
over private and/or public
architecture providing all
consumers secure, redundant and
maintained data access services.

As a long time user of the Google Search Appliance in large global organizations I know the
value of enterprise search. With the introduction of Yippy Search Appliance enterprise search
has gone to a new level. Whether the application is big data, discovery, M&A or sales and
marketing I cannot think of an organization that could not benefit from this technology.
ART HUFFMAN
CIO, HALLIBURTON

I have followed Yippy's progress for some time, and it has become clear to me that Yippy and its
leadership team are on the cutting edge of data unification and ubiquitous cloud technologies.
Yippy has combined IBM Watson® technology with breakthrough engineering processes to
create a remarkable cloud that will unify people and businesses worldwide.
HAROLD FURCHTGOTT-ROTH
FORMER COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
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